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Acknowledgement
The NGTI would like to thank all of those involved in the feasibility study. It is without question that Niagara Falls, NY
has the potential to improve, and many stakeholders are ready to put forth resources and investments to make this
happen. There are pieces in place that suggest a great deal of potential for sustained and equitable growth.
However, if past patterns of disparate and uncoordinated efforts continue, it is unlikely that any change will occur. It
has also been determined that any single project is not likely to bring forth the critical mass needed for lasting
change.
This report proposes that a coordinated approach would be more effective. To achieve this, it is recommended that
key stakeholders and policymakers in Niagara Falls, NY collaborate to outline a shared Master Vision for how the
city and region can leverage tourism to grow the local economy. The NGTI offers a safe haven in which these
conversations can take place moving forward.
Based upon the information gathered during stakeholder discussions, it is apparent that all want to improve the lives
of residents, and revive the community. What such a Master Vision would include is not yet known, however this
report recommends an assortment of potential ideas gathered from community members, city leaders, and the
researchers from varying disciplines.
Policies and procedures surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic occurred at a precarious time. There was a great deal
of uncertainty as potential visitors were planning visits to destinations around the world. Given the truly unique
circumstances, we determined that a supplemental analysis of the pandemic and its effect on Niagara Falls was
necessary. These interviews unveiled some interesting findings, but reinforced the notion that tourism and all that
entails is the platform upon which decisions should be made moving forward. The pandemic did require a majority of
businesses to adopt creative operational models, implement more advanced marketing platforms, and draw visitors
from once overlooked locations. This new perspective is likely to play out in beneficial ways when normal patterns reemerge in the future.
The exercise was worthwhile. It sets a new baseline for conversations and engagement, employing a more inclusive,
focused approach towards the future of Niagara Falls, NY.
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Forward regarding the COVID-19 Pandemic
This report was written with a focus on economic development in the tourism core of Niagara Falls. As the results
were on the verge of being offered to stakeholders, the COVID -19 pandemic emerged disrupting the country and the
world. The hospitality and tourism sector came to a virtual standstill. This was particularly troubling for Niagara Falls
as a destination that draws visitors from around the world.
In acknowledging the pandemic, it was deemed necessary to engage in a follow-up discussion to understand the
profound effect of the pandemic on the overriding questions surrounding economic development in Niagara Falls. An
event as profound as the one presented by the pandemic, which lingered for over a year, is sure to make industries
such as those found in Niagara Falls adjust their strategies moving forward. It is important to note that not all
businesses were able to weather the economic storm.
It is also important to note that the six in-depth interviews were conducted in May and early June of 2021, in which
policies were being lifted allowing for tourists to travel more freely. The interviewees were symbolically now allowed
to engage in conversation without the required masks that became part of our “way of life”. In essence the dark cloud
of COVID-19 had started to lift along with people’s heightened outlook.
The following questions guided the analysis which will be displayed as an appendix to the main study.
1. How has COVID-19 affected travel and tourism for the Niagara Falls Area?
2. Were there any opportunities or new ways of looking at your business that emerged from the year-long
pandemic?
3. What is the outlook for your business in a post-COVID world?
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Introduction
COVID-19 was a global pandemic that impacted the world in profound ways. The information contained within this
study could not be presented without acknowledging such a profound event. Niagara Falls, NY had been following
traditional patterns relative to hotel occupancy, Average Daily Rate (ADR) and RevPar (Revenue per Available
Room) which are frequently cited indices when considering tourism trends and market performance. We have
historical data on a variety of data points, but these three pieces seem to be referenced when creating a narrative for
the area.
Policies related to the COVID-19 epidemic took immediate effect in mid-March of 2020. Travel to Niagara Falls, NY
had followed traditional patterns up to that point. As presented in the study, occupancy was beginning to gradually
move upward in typical fashion until that time.
Interestingly, for comparative purposes, Niagara Falls, ON Canada was affected more in terms of occupancy when
one looks at the historical patterns. The policies put in place by the Canadian government were far more
conservative with respect to travel. In fact, individual provinces were locked down meaning that NF Canada could
only draw from the province of Ontario.

Interviews
Six interviews were conducted with individuals within the community on the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on
Niagara Falls, NY USA. All of the individuals were part of the original 2020 study with the exception of one individual
(Mayor of Niagara Falls, NY USA).
The analysis (appendix) was conducted in a qualitative manner in which answers derived from the three questions
emerged organically. The answers were coded as overriding themes emerged.

How has COVID-19 affected travel and tourism for the Niagara Falls Area?
The primary theme that emerged across our interviews was that of the closing of the US/Canadian border. It is
apparent that the border is a funnel of sorts, not only for tourists, but for the supply chain of multiple industries.
Goods and services were affected and more than one respondent suggested that the Niagara Falls downtown
tourism core really includes the Canadian side as well. In essence, Niagara Falls USA and Niagara Falls Canada
are “one big neighborhood.”
The second theme that emerged from the in-depth interviews was that of the shifting COVID policies themselves.
This response has a few prongs, if you will. The businesses themselves had to adjust from within, relative to
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hygiene, distancing, and capacity. Businesses also determined that the policies also altered perceptions on the part
of patrons’ interpretations of offerings and availability (whether businesses were open). The policies adjustments in
the state of New York were fluctuating and the accompanying policies relative to capacity, for example, were everchanging. This was problematic for hospitality and tourism related entities directly. Indirectly, travel policies to New
York were fluctuating, not allowing for proper planning, as travel policies en route and while visiting were subject to
change. There was a point at which quarantining was embedded within the policies upon entering/leaving the state
of New York. There were many layers to evolving policies altering traditional travel and tourism patterns, even within
the country, which created confusion and uncertainty.
The third theme that emerged out of the interviews was one of staffing and unemployment benefits. The hospitality
and tourism sector was perhaps affected more profoundly due to the very nature of service being at the center of
the dynamic. Usually these fields adjust employment and hiring practices seasonally and staffing became a
planning dilemma. Was it prudent to hire additional staff amidst the evolving policies? Were people willing to give up
unemployment benefits to employment that might have been fleeting, given the uncertainty of a second or third
spike in COVID cases? Did it make sense to open again if the business did close?

Were there any opportunities or new ways of looking at your business that emerged from
the year-long pandemic?
This question yielded interesting responses. The first revolved around communication. The individuals recognized
the importance of getting the word out to potential patrons through different means (social media). There was a
clear movement toward “upping their game” with respect to social media marketing as that was the platform being
utilized by the vast majority of Americans (who were now the concentrated market) both near and far.
The second theme that emerged was a concentration on the domestic market. Niagara Falls has most recently
been marketed to the world and with good reason. The closing of the border required that hospitality and tourism
entities direct their attention to domestic markets beyond the radius that was traditionally mined for prospective
visitors. The traditional rings were expanded to 8, 12 and even 16 hour drive times. This was consistent with trends
that were emerging concurrently such as outdoor activities becoming trendy (hiking, camping, biking etc.). Niagara
Falls seems to be organically reinventing itself as an outdoor paradise which could be a benefit in the long run.
The third theme that emerged surrounded the notion of efficiencies or new offerings. Businesses recognized that
a reduced workforce enabled them to meet the needs of customers in some instances. The aforementioned
technology utilized for marketing made industries re-think and begin to utilize technology in other ways (ordering
food, organizing foot traffic etc.) Many of these efficiencies are likely to continue moving forward, creating a more
user-friendly experience.
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As an aside: Restaurants that were primarily eat-in establishments were forced to consider take-out and found a
robust market with long-term potential. This will create an additional source of revenue when the “return to
normalcy” emerges, arguably creating a more sustainable business model.

What is the outlook for your business in a post-COVID world?
The overriding theme that emerged was one of optimism. There is a great deal of concern, which was justified, but
the cloud has given way to clear skies metaphorically speaking.
Quotes capture the essence of the narrative shared during the interviews:
“The business entities that survived made it through the storm stronger and more certain of success.”
“The pent up desire to travel is likely to bring more visitors to the area.”
“Those who have come have recognized that Niagara Falls has tremendous potential.”
“The area is no longer a one day trip but deserving of more of the tourist’s time.”
“The improvements can now be seen, which is a huge step forward, as the area embarks on a new chapter.”
The other item worth noting is there is now a heightened sense of community. The area is not only strong but
positioned for new visitors and return visitors who may have discovered or re-discovered Niagara Falls. The COVID
pandemic reaffirmed that hospitality and tourism is the economic driver of Niagara Falls. The numbers speak to
that. The spin off businesses rely on the visitors to the area.
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Executive Summary
Niagara Falls, NY has the potential to improve, and many stakeholders are ready to put forth resources and
investments to make this happen. However, if past patterns of disparate and uncoordinated efforts continue, it will
be unlikely that any single project will bring forth the critical mass needed for lasting change. Instead, this report
proposes that a coordinated approach could be more effective. To achieve this, it is recommended that key
stakeholders and policymakers in Niagara Falls, NY collaborate to outline a shared Master Vision for how the city
and region can leverage tourism to grow the local economy, improve the lives of residents, and revive the
community.
What such a Master Vision would include is still undefined, however this report puts forth an assortment of potential
ideas gathered from community members, city leaders, and the researchers who contributed to this report.

Challenges today
Tourism is Niagara Falls’ largest industry and strongest opportunity for growth, however in many ways this industry
continues to struggle. Interviews with leaders and business owners in Niagara Falls have highlighted a number of
core areas for improvement, the most prominent of which center around a lack of tourism-related attractions and
activities, both year-round and in particular during the winter low season.
This report finds that the Niagara Falls tourism industry is currently challenged in three key areas:

1. Not enough visitors are coming in winter

p. 18

Current primary attractions centered around the Falls themselves draw visitors in peak summer season, but do not
offer a compelling reason to visit in winter. This dramatic seasonality makes it difficult or impossible for smaller
businesses and complementary attractions, necessary for a complete visitor experience, to start and thrive.

2. Visitors are not staying long enough

p. 20

A critical mass is not being reached to create a fulfilling, enjoyable experience for visitors. Visiting families are not
taking full advantage of existing attractions, many of which remain under-attended outside peak season.
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p. 22

3. Added friction is holding back growth

Growth in year-round visitor rates, as well as in tourism industry businesses and attractions, is currently held back
by a variety of hurdles. Each of these friction points may require different approaches to find solutions.

• Vacant and blighted property

• Negative attitudes

• Traffic congestion

• High rates of crime

• Silos in marketing

• Parking impacts

• Workforce gaps

• Red tape

• Insufficient public transportation

Growing Tourism in Niagara Falls
to Boost the Local Economy
1

3

More winter attractions,
events, & conferences

2

More activities to fill
visitor itineraries

More visitors
in winter

Visitors stay
longer

Businesses can stay
open year-round

Visitors spend
more

Year-round jobs
better match
needs of residents

Businesses grow
and hire

Reduce
friction points

Blighted property

Negativity

Traffic

High crime

Marketing silos

Parking

Workforce gaps

Red tape

Public Transportation
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Solutions for the future
No one entity in Niagara Falls is large enough to prop up the entire community as a single anchor. To take steps to
achieve the critical mass needed for a healthy and prosperous tourism industry and local economy, a coordinated
effort is needed by multiple foundational organizations with a commitment to ongoing interaction toward continued
growth.
Such a coordinated effort begins with the creation of a shared Master Vision for the future of Niagara Falls. Through
the development of a clear vision and a framework for growth by key leaders and stakeholders, Niagara Falls can
then identify and enact projects and strategies, both short- and long-term, that will move the community and its
tourism-driven economy forward.

Examples of a Shared Master Vision
for Niagara Falls:

p. 28

Early Momentum

• “Niagara Falls: A Pinnacle of North American
Tourism”

Strategy

• “Niagara Falls: A Natural and Historical Destination”
• “Niagara Falls: A City of Electric and Sustainable
Innovation”

Long-term
Initiatives

Long-term Solutions

Vision
Focus
Goal

Short &
Med-term Initiatives
More
Activities
Brand / Invitation

Winter
Attractions
Framework

Growth in Tourism Industry

Economic Prosperity

Examples of medium- and short-term
initiatives and strategies
p. 51
• Beautification of the core tourist area
p. 57
• Hospitality standards training
p. 59
• Civic pride campaign

Examples of long-term initiatives and strategies
• Remove or restore vacant and blighted properties nearest to tourist core
• Build a new larger-scale event venue

p. 35

• Implement a remote-parking system with shuttle access to the core tourist area and
additional attractions
p. 52
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Part I

Envisioning a
Prosperous
Niagara Falls
A City with Incredible Potential
The City of Niagara Falls, NY has been many things. A center for trade and agriculture, an
industrial powerhouse, and an international tourist destination. The area is known around the
world not only for the spectacular natural beauty of the Falls, but also for its history of
innovation: advances in electricity with names like Tesla, Edison, and Westinghouse; and
environmental advancements such as the first State Park.
Today, the local economy of the City of Niagara Falls is suffering, as many of its earlier
economic pillars are but a shadow of what they once were. With the departure of heavy industry,
Niagara Falls has been impacted by the same economic challenges as many other rust-belt
cities. But Niagara Falls, of course, is not like other communities. At its doorstep lies one of the
top natural attractions on the planet.
This report examines how Niagara Falls’ economy could be restored through growth in its
tourism industry to move the city into a new age of renewed prosperity.

Background: Today’s Challenges
Despite its many assets, Niagara Falls, NY has faced challenges in some areas. With a local economy and
population that have shrunk in recent decades, both businesses and the local workforce have faced compounding
difficulties. Key challenges identified by this report include:
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Economic Challenges
• Population decline

• Mismatch between workforce and opportunities

• Small / untrained labor pool

• Weak local consumer base

• Businesses struggle to start and succeed
Each of these individual challenges compound to create a negative cycle for the community. For example, limited
employment options can weaken the local consumer base and decrease the amount people spend in their own
community, making it harder for local businesses to start or succeed. Additionally, limited employment options
create a “brain drain” of young people taking their talents elsewhere, which in turn contributes to staffing challenges
and a declining population in the community overall. Together, all of these factors lead to a downward spiral toward
a shrinking local economy.

Impacts of Economic Challenges
• Low property values

• Vacant and blighted properties

• Low tax base / city deficit

• High unemployment (5.3%, or 7.4% in winter) 1

• High crime

• Limited local opportunities

• Underfunded city infrastructure and services

• Reluctance of lenders to support new ventures

Few
for
Few clients
clients for
businesses
businesses

Locals have

Locals have little
little money to
money
to spend
spend

ECONOMY
SHRINKS

Businesses

Businesses cannot
cannot start or
startsucceed
or succeed

LimitedLimited
employment
employment
options
options
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Tourism: the unfair advantage
Tourism is Niagara Falls’ largest industry, and indeed its
strongest opportunity. It is estimated that up to 14 million
visitors are drawn to the iconic falls each year,2 with upwards
of 8.7 million passing through Niagara Falls State Park on
the U.S. side.3 Though exact numbers remain disputed in the
absence of an official visitor analysis, the continuing
popularity of the attraction is self-evident. In what would be
the dream of any other economically-challenged community,
this massive flow of visitors continues each year like the river
itself.
While both businesses and the local workforce have faced
compounding difficulties in recent decades, Niagara Falls
has the potential to turn this trajectory around by better
leveraging its tourism industry. By acting as a funnel to inject
new clients and increase local spending, tourism can work
as a catalyst to spur sustainable economic growth and

Monthly Visitors to Niagara State Park
2,500,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

500,000

-

New York State Parks

greater prosperity for local businesses and employees alike.

Tourism can funnel
clients into
local businesses
More clients for
More
for
businesses
businesses

Locals have

Locals
have more
more money to
money
to spend
spend

ECONOMY
GROWS

More businesses
More
businesses can
can
start and
start
and succeed
succeed

More

More
employment
employment
options
options
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Tourism plays a significant role among Niagara Falls’ strongest assets. Key assets identified by this report include:

Economic Assets
• Iconic world-class natural attraction, with seasonal
experiences (e.g., NY State Park, Maid of the Mist,
Cave of the Winds)
• Direct connection to Southern Ontario (fastest
growing market in North America)

• Airport(s)
• Retail and outlet malls
• Working infrastructure and public agencies (utilities,
roads, public service)
• Affordable property

• Casino and hotels
• Additional existing attractions (e.g., Aquarium, Power
Vista, Old Fort Niagara)

• Assortment of local, state, and private organizations
working to help the city

With this array of outstanding assets, the tourism industry of Niagara Falls should be doing much better than it is.
Why isn’t that the case?
The following section examines gaps discovered in Niagara Falls’ tourism industry, and looks at what can be done
to address them.

Defining the Problem: Weaknesses in
Niagara Falls’ Tourism Economy
Tourism, more than any other industry, strongly influences the course of Niagara Falls’ economy and
prosperity. When the tourism industry fails to reach its potential, the city, its residents, and its businesses
are all negatively impacted.
Even with large numbers of visitors coming to the area, the current benefits of tourism to the city and its
local economy remain far below their potential. Particularly during low season, hotels in Niagara Falls,
NY see occupancy rates dip to monthly averages as low as 32 percent. By contrast, Niagara Falls,
Ontario - which has three times the number of rooms - only barely dips below 43% average monthly
occupancy at its lowest. Turning this around would mean more visitors, more local spending, and more
local tax revenues. The city, which currently operates at a deficit of more than $10 million,4 could certainly
use this economic boost.
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While the tourism industry in Niagara

Hotel occupancy rates

Falls does currently support the city
and its population in many ways, there
is no doubt it could be doing much
more. Interviews with leaders and
business owners in Niagara Falls have
highlighted a number of core
weaknesses, the most prominent of
which center around a lack of tourismrelated attractions and activities,
both year-round and in particular
during the winter low season.

Niagara County

Niagara Falls,
ON

Lowest monthly
average (Jan)

31.9%

42.7%

Highest monthly
average (Aug)

88.2%

95%

Yearly average

61.2%

68.4%

4,543

13,766

Number of
rooms

STR Global, 2009-2019 occupancy rates for Niagara

Weaknesses in Niagara Falls’ tourism economy can be
understood in terms of three areas:
1

3

More winter attractions,
events, & conferences

More activities to fill
visitor itineraries

2

More visitors
in winter

More clients for
businesses

Visitors stay
longer

Businesses can stay
open year-round

More businesses
start and succeed

Visitors spend
more

Year-round jobs
better match
needs of residents

More
employment
options

Businesses grow
and hire

Reduce
friction points

Blighted property

Negativity

Traffic

High crime

Marketing silos

Parking

Workforce gaps

Red tape

Public Transportation
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1. Not enough visitors in low season
The primary challenge for businesses and employees in
Niagara Falls is seasonality. While hotels in Niagara County,
for example, report near full occupancy during peak summer
months, winter occupancy rates for most hotels fall to forty
percent or less in the low season, requiring them to lay off a
portion of their staff.
These dramatic seasonal shifts in attendance make it
impossible for many businesses to stay afloat year-round.
Beyond the issue of reduced profits, this leads to higher costs
for the tourism sector in general and for the economy as a
whole, as well as cash flow challenges, reduced tax revenues
for the city, and increased reliance on social services by local
residents.5 6
The primary factor in this seasonal dip is a current lack of winter
attractions. Many of the main attractions of the Falls are not
open or enjoyable in winter. The Maid of the Mist, Cave of
the Winds, and many of the city’s shops and restaurants are
all either entirely closed or operate with reduced hours and
skeleton crews. The Falls themselves, though they may be

Occupancy by month: 11-year average
100
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70
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40
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STR Global, 2009-2019 occupancy rates for Niagara

Visitors by day

spectacular to see covered in ice, can be bitterly cold to
view.
With these primary activities being unavailable in winter, the
tourism industry of Niagara Falls suffers from a lack of
attractions that can be enjoyed year-round, deepening the
economic dip of its low season. This seasonal ratio,
however, is by no means unalterable. Just across the
border, Niagara Falls, Ontario shows that strategic
attractions development can generate year-round visitor
demand.

Seasonal usage of free WIFI network provided by the
Niagara Global Tourism Institute (Jan 2 - Dec 31 2018)
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If Niagara Falls, NY was able to increase its low-season hotel occupancy rate, even just enough to match the lowseason rate of its neighbor, Niagara Falls, ON, significant additional revenue and bed tax could be generated.

Benefits of Increased Hotel Occupancy in Low Season

Niagara
County

10-year average

Niagara
Falls, ON

2018 average

Additional
room-nights if
Niagara County
matched this rate
(4543 available)

(2019 Average
Daily Rate:
$80.84)

revenue* (6%)

JAN

34.5%

43.1%

12,112

$979,105

$58,746

FEB

40.1%

47.8%

9,795

$791,804

$47,508

MAR

46.4%

56.9%

14,787

$1,195,419

$71,725

APR

57.1%

59.9%

3,816

$308,495

$18,510

NOV

49.7%

56.4%

9,131

$738,185

$44,291

DEC

42.9%

55.6%

17,886

$1,445,887

$86,753

67,527

$5,458,895

$327,534

TOTAL

Additional
revenue

Additional
Bed-Tax

STR Global. *6% Bed Tax revenue; assumes additional room-nights are within the City of Niagara Falls.
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2. Visitors not staying long enough
For many visitors, a trip to the iconic landmark of Niagara
Falls includes little more than a planned day’s visit to the
State Park. When tourists fail to connect with the rest of
Niagara Falls, including its shops, restaurants, and
services, an enormous opportunity is missed.
The short stay of visitors can be attributed to several
factors. First, as stated above, a shortage of additional
year-round attractions to augment a visit to the Falls can
dissuade many tourists from planning extended stays.
According to interviews, distance is also a challenge:
existing attractions are far from each other and much of
what’s available isn’t advertised. Though a local might
suggest going to Lewiston or a museum, these places
aren’t located in the downtown area.
Second, current parking options adjacent to the Falls lead
many visitors who arrive by car to limit their visit to within
the State Park. Parking lots within the park enable visitors
to view the Falls and hit top attractions like Maid of the
Mist and Cave of the Winds all without setting foot in the

When tourists fail to
connect with the rest
of Niagara Falls,
including its shops,
restaurants, and
services, an
enormous
opportunity is
missed.

City of Niagara Falls. Potential customers often do not
know about local businesses that exist a few blocks away,
and can be turned off from exploring the city more deeply
by blighted buildings and safety concerns, and because
they are enticed to return to their nearby vehicles for
convenience.
Third, Niagara Falls’ core tourist district - including its
buildings, parking lots, streets, and pathways - in its
current state of design and repair is not succeeding in
drawing visitors inward toward local businesses. With the
exception of Old Falls Street, which draws a straight line
from the park to the Seneca Niagara Casino, most of the
tourist area today remains aesthetically uninviting.
Unattractive buildings and infrastructure dissuade visitors
who come to the Falls from choosing to spend time
exploring the district further than necessary.

Parking adjacent to
the Falls leads many
visitors who arrive
by car to limit their
visit to within the
State Park.
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Comparison of activities in Niagara Falls, NY and Niagara Falls, ON

Summer Activities

Niagara Falls, NY

Niagara Falls, ON

View the Falls and State / Provincial Parks*

X

X

Maid of the Mist / Hornblower

X

X

Cave of the Winds / Journey Behind the Falls

X

X

Jet boat rides

X

X

Helicopter rides*

X

X

Wine tasting

X

X

Year-Round Activities

Niagara Falls, NY

Niagara Falls, ON

View the Falls and State / Provincial Parks*

X

X

X (1)

X (2)

Aquarium

X

X (Toronto)

Hard Rock Café, Rainforest Café,
Ripley’s Believe-it-or-not

X

X

4D / Imax theaters

X

X

Conference center

X

X

X (1)

X (3)

Casinos

Escape rooms
Large event center (5000 seat)

X

Butterfly Conservatory

X

Bird Kingdom

X

Waterparks

X

SkyWheel

X

Upside Down House

X

Wild West Coaster 6D Theatre

X

Niagara Freefall Wind Tunnel

X

Locomoland

X
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3. Friction and limits holding back tourism and the
local economy
While an increase in year-round visitors and their interaction with local businesses is key to Niagara Falls’ ability to
grow its tourism industry and economy overall, making this happen will also require a number of additional hurdles
to be addressed. Furthermore, success in attracting more visitors can be expected to bring new challenges, as the
city is not currently prepared for this growth.
Stakeholders interviewed identified several additional limitations impeding the tourism industry of Niagara Falls from
reaching its potential, including:

Vacant and blighted property
Of the nearly 26,000 housing units in Niagara Falls, almost one in five is vacant.7 Many
have described the appearance of the city as “a wall” that keeps tourists from moving
beyond the State Park toward the businesses and neighborhoods downtown. Some
businesses have chosen to take aggressive measures to connect with these potential
customers, such as the Seneca Niagara Casino, Wine on Third, and the Rainforest Cafe,
who have run free golf-cart style shuttles at times to bring visitors to them. Empty and
unmaintained buildings, as well as the underused spaces between them, discourage
people from walking and exploring the town.

High rates of crime
Niagara Falls has a higher crime rate overall than most U.S. cities, reporting nearly double
the thefts and triple the robberies of the U.S. average.8 Some businesses struggle to bring
in customers, especially at night, due to safety issues in their neighborhoods. Break ins to
vehicles especially deter local customers, who learn to avoid certain streets or parking
garages by reputation.

Workforce gaps
Although unemployment is relatively high in Niagara Falls - falling to 5.2% in summer, but
reaching 7.4% in low season9 - many businesses have great difficulty hiring the help they
need, particularly during the high season. Skillsets of the available labor force often do not
match the needs of employers, including at times the reliability and presentation standards
needed for positions in hospitality. With changing seasonal workforce needs, hotels must
retrain new staff each year.
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Negative attitudes
Civic pride was identified as an important but sorely lacking asset for Niagara Falls. The
past declines of the city have understandably led to a pessimistic perspective for many,
and this has worked against the community’s ability to maintain a positive reputation in
Western New York and to attract investment and new residents. As a primary touch point
for visitors, local residents and especially hospitality workers can have a negative impact
on the tourism product when they fail to promote and take pride in their city.

Silos in marketing
The use of the Niagara name by many entities, both local and regional, has led to an array
of marketing efforts that do not always work in coordination with each other. With multiple
counties, airports, Destination Marketing Organizations, and other public entities at the
local and state levels all promoting the area through separate, uncoordinated strategies,
spending cannot be optimized and opportunities are being missed. It is not currently clear,
for example, who is specifically responsible for bringing conferences to the city during the
low season.

Red tape
Businesses and civic leaders alike have indicated Niagara Falls has a reputation for being
difficult toward new businesses and developers. While some organizations offer great help
to those applying for grants or tax exemptions, other processes, such as those involving
zoning, permitting, or infrastructure issues, can drag out development projects or even kill
them altogether.
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Traffic congestion
Even today, traffic congestion in
the core tourist district of Niagara
Falls can create dramatic delays
during peak season. Drivers
trying to enter, exit, or cross the
core downtown tourist area can
encounter long waits and, in
particular, difficulty with lines
backed up from the Rainbow
Bridge border crossing.
Pedestrians and cyclists, too, are
impacted as streets become
clogged. This not only
diminishes the positive
experience for visitors, it also
can have a significant negative
impact on local businesses
whose employees and patrons
both can have trouble getting to
them.
As efforts to increase and extend
visitor attendance succeed,
these congestion problems can
only be expected to get worse.

Insufficient public transportation
Alternatives to car use for visitors currently include three independent “shuttle”
transportation programs in the Niagara Falls, NY tourist areas, all of which are seasonal.
Operated by three different entities, each with their own routes, branding, and a mix of
trolley-like buses, these services remain uncoordinated and can be confusing to the
visitors they are intended to serve.
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Section of the core tourist area of Niagara Falls, NY. Red: parking; blue: buildings; yellow: roadways

Parking impacts
Vehicle congestion challenges for Niagara Falls are inextricably tied to its parking options.
To maintain the capacity for a large number of visitors to view the Falls each day, tourists
are funneled through the State Park efficiently with motor vehicles supported as the
primary mode of arrival and departure. As mentioned earlier, visitors are currently offered
multiple parking options close to and inside the State Park. This impacts the entire area in
multiple ways. First, it builds vehicle traffic congestion in and around the walkable tourist
area, detracting from the ability of the space to be enjoyed on foot and discouraging the
type of traffic that makes the area enjoyable for visitors: pedestrian traffic. Second, it
enables visitors who come primarily with the intention of viewing the Falls and State Park
to do so without interacting with the rest of the city and its businesses. Third, these
parking areas take up a tremendous amount of very valuable space in close walking
distance to the Falls. This has an opportunity cost in terms of potential alternative uses of
these spaces, including unrealized real estate and sales tax revenue, and a negative
impact on the aesthetics and walkability of the core tourist area.
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Mismatch Between Workforce and
Employment Opportunities
One of the elements listed above was workforce gaps. This point
is complex enough to be worth diving into in further detail.
The current labor market in Niagara Falls is far from optimal, as
both businesses and workers struggle to meet their needs. While
58% of the working age population is considered employed,10 it
has been estimated that only one-third is fully employed yearround. A significant portion of those in the city who do work face
challenges of underemployment. Nearly thirty percent of the local
population live below the poverty level,11 while approximately nine
percent receives total public assistance.12
Seasonality is a primary cause of underemployment, with many
Niagara Falls businesses reducing hours or laying off some or
most of their staff during low season, especially in the tourism
industry. Employers facing seasonal dips must often put
significant time, effort, and expense into new hiring campaigns
and employee training each year, as past employees choose not
to return. Many employers struggle to meet their staffing needs
each year, as the pool of qualified candidates interested in
seasonal work is limited.

Underemployment
is unfair to the local
population that is
unable to thrive
without adequate
opportunities for
year-round

Though this mismatch is problematic for businesses, it is also
unfair to the local population that is unable to thrive without
adequate opportunities for year-round employment. Instead of
full-time positions, employers may only be able to offer part-time
roles with extra hours given during the busy season. Of course, if
the alternative is no work at all, part time hours during the
shoulder or low season can be seen as a preferable option.
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Desired Outcomes
for the City of Niagara Falls, USA

More
visitors

Better
employment

Improved
image

overall, with longer
stays and a balance
between seasons

options for residents
and workforce
alignment for
businesses

of Niagara Falls as
a world-class
destination

Encourage visitors to come in
low season

Support year-round, high-quality
local jobs

Spread marketing and positive
attention to Niagara Falls

Give people more to do during

Align jobs with local workforce

Hassle-free, enjoyable

their visit, encouraging longer
stays

supply

experience for visitors and
residents at all times

Engage / integrate with local
Attract new or non-traditional
visitors

businesses

Align with a Master Vision for
Niagara Falls
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Vision
Which goals should be prioritized? Which problems should be addressed by whom? What types of
development should be supported, and what should that look like? The answers to these questions aren’t
easy. There are many possibilities - and many interests and concerns involved. The answers therefore
must come from a collective conversation.
Cities and their economies are organic, collaborative, and alive. They are not designed and built whole or
all at once, nor are they ever finished.
However, this does not mean that planning and promotion don’t play a vital role. The foundation of a
successful local economy can be strengthened through a shared Master Vision: including both a
functional framework for growth and an enticing invitation for many people to participate.

Niagara Falls’ Brand - An Invitation to the World
The iconic natural wonder of Niagara Falls is well known around the globe, included on the must-see bucket lists of
millions of people. High international interest in the Falls is currently seen in visitors coming from China, India,
Columbia, Canada, and Guatemala. 13 The city of Niagara Falls, NY has a clear opportunity to capitalize on this
worldwide fame by becoming known as an essential extension to any visit to the famous landmark.
This begins by putting forth a clear and unified invitation - to everyone, including leaders, residents, visitors, and
investors - to participate together in creating and experiencing Niagara Falls. An invitation to create and experience
what, exactly? This is up to us to decide.
What is the story we want visitors to tell after experiencing Niagara Falls, NY? What did they do? What did they
learn? What made it different from other destinations?
Through combined elements of marketing, place-making, and visitor interactions, the city and all of those
participating in the Niagara Falls tourism industry have the power to shape this story. If leaders and stakeholders
coordinate their efforts, Niagara Falls could be well-positioned to capitalize on its strengths that set it apart from all
other destinations in North America, the United States, and even its sibling on the Canadian side of the Falls.
Many possibilities exist as to what shape this story could take, including the following ideas:
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“Niagara Falls: A Pinnacle of North American Tourism”
A vision of being known as:
•

THE place for international visitors to come when visiting the U.S.

•

The gateway to America’s tourism experience

•

Top pick for conferences, concerts, sporting events, and leisure

•

A role model for what modern tourism can be - enjoyable, frictionless, with
something for all kinds of visitors from all origins (high/low income, domestic/
international, etc.)

As a must-see landmark, Niagara Falls already enjoys a place in even the shortest itineraries for many international
visitors to the United States and Canada. This makes it the perfect place to take the lead as a gateway to the rest of
North America.

“Niagara Falls: A Natural and Historical Destination”
A vision of being known for:
•

Peaceful and beautiful environment throughout Niagara Falls’ parks and streets

•

Visible commitment to sustainability and protecting the natural environment
(including modern, sustainable infrastructure)

•

Seamless connections between the City of Niagara Falls, other local
communities, and nearby natural and historical assets (including lakes,
museums, historical sights, and agricultural areas / wine country)

In contrast to its counterpart across the river, Niagara Falls, NY has been fortunate to have retained much of its
natural setting. With the State Park protecting and maintaining the areas immediately around the Falls, as well as
the additional return to parkland of parts of the Niagara Scenic Parkway, the American side of the Falls has the
unique ability to offer visitors an experience they will not find on the Canadian side.
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“Niagara Falls: A City of Electric and Sustainable Innovation”
A vision of being known for:
•

Hydroelectric power featured and celebrated throughout the city

•

Core tourist area limited to electric vehicles and shuttles

•

Tesla Center (history and learning museum dedicated to electricity)

•

Environmental Center (history and learning museum dedicated to environmental
challenges, past mistakes, and new solutions for a sustainable future)

Looking toward the future, issues of climate change and sustainability indicate that interest in clean energy will only
continue to grow. Niagara Falls is perfectly situated to become a top-of-mind destination related to these topics.
Clean and renewable energy can be highlighted as a central theme in the Niagara NY experience.
These are examples of the invitation that Niagara Falls can broadcast to the world through its marketing, place
making, and visitor interactions. An invitation to tourists and investors alike to participate in a unique and rich
experience. A brand that reaches out through both its advertising and the stories told by visitors and residents. A
place of entertainment, interest, and natural wonder. A prosperous and welcoming community.
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Guided by a Framework for Growth
This invitation to be part of Niagara Falls’ prosperity is only half of the equation. To ensure that action toward such
growth is coordinated in alignment with a Master Vision, a functional framework is also necessary. This includes the
setting of guidelines and policies by local leaders to steer development as it happens.

Suggestions for a framework for growth in Niagara Falls include:
•

Being tactical, but not prescriptive. Avoid specifying what should or shouldn’t be done, by whom,
where, or when. Instead, create a tactical plan that outlines a strategy for coordinating investments
and aligning land use, transportation, and economic policy decisions.

•

Being flexible to allow iterative development in stages by many different stakeholders toward a
common goal for the community.

•

Incorporating the development of Niagara Falls’ tourism economy and local economy together.
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Part II

Proposals for Growth
and Improvements
The fact that Niagara Falls, NY is full of potential is indisputable. But what forms could that
potential take? How far could it lead? The ideas put forth in the following sections are meant to
offer suggestions of very real possibilities for the city and its future.

1
2
3
4
5
6

New Large Attractions
New Activities
New Development Ideas
Improvements to Existing Attractions
Improved Visitor Experience
New Strategies
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1

New Large Attractions
New signature attractions have the potential to expand the image of Niagara Falls and help it become known
for more than just the Falls themselves. Large scale destination attraction development can bring in new
markets and extend the stay of existing markets.
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“Gateway to the USA” Theme Park
Niagara Falls visitors used to be comprised mostly of Americans, but now those coming to the area include a large
number of overseas visitors on a stopover during a tour of the United States. For this large market of international
visitors, Niagara Falls would offer the “One Stop America Gateway to the USA”, a year-round park of attractions
highlighting the best tourism features of the United States. America’s Welcome Center.

Project Description
One Stop America will be an indoor/outdoor park and tourist
attraction, home to numerous 1/25 scale model replicas of
famous American landmarks, historical cities, famous
developments, and transportation network sites.
Designed around an outline of the USA (with topographical
representations) with the East/West and North/South interstates
as walking paths; except I-80 which will be a celebration of the
Lincoln Highway. Transcontinental model railroad tracks. Port
and airport infrastructure will also be featured.

One Stop America A 1/25 scale presentation of North America’s
favorite sights and attractions
The USA Attraction Hall of Fame A heritage center celebrating the nation’s
tourism industry
Hotel / Restaurant An adjacent service center with additional
attractions (phased option)

What makes this idea stand out?
Examples exist of all-in-one tourism centers that showcase the sights and culture of countries, such as
Madurodam in the Netherlands, the Polynesian Cultural Center in Hawaii, and Taman Mini in Indonesia. But this
has not yet been done in a way that extends across the United States.
Not only is this a suitable and scalable attraction for Niagara Falls, it is also an exceptional opportunity to
capitalize on interest in other attractions throughout the U.S. Since state names are not licensed the park can
create/design its own merchandise (clothing items, mugs, etc.) and the gift shop can feature souvenirs from all
over the country.

See Appendix A for more details on “Gateway to the USA” Theme Park
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New, expanded Conference and Event Center
While Niagara Falls’ existing conference center has seen successful business growth in recent years, going forward the
city has the opportunity to capitalize on its assets and abilities - such as its array of newly developed higher-end
accommodations - by hosting larger events with an expanded venue.

Project Description
The new Event Center would be a venue for many types of events, especially in winter. Adequately sized to host small
to medium sized events and shows, it would not be unlike the Scotia Center in Niagara Falls, Canada.
This would also be a signature
building, capable of becoming a
new icon of Niagara Falls. Like a
Sydney Opera House, a Space
Needle, or a Walt Disney
Concert Hall, this would be the
building people think of first
when Niagara Falls is talked
about.

Example of signature building: Titanic Belfast
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Example uses for a new event center
Concerts

Sporting events

Car shows

Trade shows

Performances

DECA events

Dog shows

Pop-culture events

Graduations

MICE events

Wedding shows

Internet conferences

Esports

STEM events

RV shows

Partnership
The creation of an expanded Niagara Falls Event Center will require
collaboration with the Seneca Nation, as competition between
venues is counterproductive to the city. Location selection could be
an important factor in this. For example, placement of such a facility
near to the Casino property could help contribute to its business,
while at the same time having the space needed and relative
proximity to hotels and the rest of the core tourist zone.
Further partnership could include Niagara University, with important
sporting events, competitions, or graduation ceremonies taking
place in the new venue. There could also be opportunities for
student discounts to other events, perhaps even involving direct
transportation connections to the Niagara University campus.

Current Conference Center of Niagara Falls

Parking
Parking at a new Event Center could also be a
tremendous asset to the city, as when fewer events are
taking place (e.g., summer) the lot could be used for
remote parking with shuttle services.

Example of Tesla Museum
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“Niagara Experience Center” Museum and Learning District
Project Description
A Learning District has great potential to draw year-round attendance in Niagara Falls. A combination of museums that could
grow over time, this would house numerous themed exhibits. Examples include:

Family Experience
Center

Aerospace Museum

Green Space
Environmental Center

Native American
Cultural Museum

Energy Exhibit

Transportation &
Bridge Museum

Weather Center

Fishing and Boating
Center

Tesla Experience
Center

Military Museum

Local History
Museum

Other visiting/rotating
themed exhibits

Such a district would also align well with a new initiative to make Niagara Falls a preferred destination for Middle and High
School students. For many programs it could be seen as an affordable field trip alternative to Washington D.C. While here,
students could learn about nature, history, energy, geography, geology, and the environment, with curriculum designed and
presented by local hosts. There could also be local “stages” for band, choir, and drama performances. All of this can take
place during the school year months, traditionally the “off season” for Niagara Falls.

Another attraction proposal is the Paisley Valley
Museum, consisting of a museum, book archive and
library, artifacts, and paisley shawl displays. The
gallery will showcase more than 700 pieces of art and
artifacts, meticulously acquired over two decades and
worth several million dollars. With over 1,000 first print
publications, dating as far back as the 1700s, the
archive and library will be an unmatched collection of
books, diaries, papers, and hand-written manuscripts.
The exquisite paisley pattern shawl displays will be a
one of a kind collection, never before seen in the
Buffalo/Niagara area.
Old Armory could house a Niagara Falls Military Museum
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Winter Botanical Garden
Niagara Falls could give rebirth to the city’s signature attraction in the 1970’s and 80’s: The Wintergarden. This unique
attraction provided an indoor winter haven to guests with natural light, plants, and inspiring design. The Wintergarden
functioned as a first-contact site for arriving guests, drawing them from the Falls toward the rest of downtown. By
reinventing this concept with an updated modern design and materials, a new signature building could be established
offering a site for seasonal festivals, honeymoon and family picture-taking, and a stage for year-round music
performances. A new Botanical Garden could be both embraced by locals and a welcome discovery for visitors.
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2

New Activities

While Niagara Falls is waiting for new big attractions to open, there is much that can
be done with the resources and facilities that are available to the city today. Visitors
are looking for more to do during their stays throughout the year, and Niagara Falls
can bring it to them.
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Seasonal festivals
Special events and activities matching holidays and seasonal changes can be a valuable way to attract and entertain
visitors around the year, and particularly in shoulder and low seasons. Niagara Falls has already made headway in this
area with the successful and growing Jingle Falls and Festival of Slice. These events have the opportunity to continue
expanding and developing into strong and beloved annual traditions for residents and tourists alike.
Both within and beyond these festivals, additional ideas could be tried in Niagara Falls toward generating additional
year-round excitement and enjoyment. Examples include:

Winter Festival of
Lights

Ice Sculpture Shows

Christmas Market

Harvest Festival

Hot Drink Festival

Easter Festival

Valentine’s Day
Festival

Spring Flower
Festival

Seasonal events such as these may come at a cost, but they also bring clear opportunities for participating businesses,
as well as all local businesses through a boost in visitor numbers. Data collected by the Niagara Global Tourism
Institute shows that low-season events can increase foot traffic in the downtown core tourist area, as indicated by usage
numbers for NGTI’s free visitor WIFI network.
Visitors By Day (Dec 2018)

Impacts of low-season events on usage of Niagara Free WIFI network provided
by the Niagara Global Tourism Institute; note weekend peaks, with Jingle Falls
events primarily taking place on Saturdays. (Dec 2018)
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Farmers and maker markets
Local food and beverages

Crafts and modern creations

Themed tours
Environmental tour of
toxic remediation sites (Love Canal)
and lessons learned

Historic tours of
the city and old factories

Special-interest events
Mini-triathlon,
combining outdoor
activities in and
around the gorge

Birds on the Niagara,
an International
Winter Celebration

Comic-Con or other
large hobby events

Figure skating shows

Startup business
competitions and
hackathons

Olympic weightlifting

Public art and mural
competitions

Competitions

Televised cooking
competition*

*In partnership with Niagara Falls Culinary Institute and/or existing cooking shows. For the winner of the competition,
the prize could be to open a restaurant in Niagara Falls. This would bring both publicity and new restaurants.
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3

New Development Ideas
To offer a greater Niagara Falls experience, there are a wide variety of possibilities for new
developments and area transformations. The following are additional ideas for how Niagara Falls
can offer visitors a unique and fun story to bring home with them.

Branded downtown entertainment district
Creating a place where locals and visitors could go year around for entertainment, an entire part of Niagara Falls
could be developed into a form of branded downtown entertainment district. Perhaps the best example of this
strategy is Oklahoma City’s Bricktown, a large mixed-use entertainment district that has transformed this one-time
“dead-after-5pm” downtown into what is now hailed as a 24/7 attraction. Bricktown, which makes up the eastern
section of downtown Oklahoma City, was filled with abandoned buildings as recently as the 1990s. Today, thanks to
major infusions of public and private investments, the district is home to dozens of restaurants and bars, thousands
of hotel rooms, and a growing number of residences. This is not unlike what could be seen in Niagara Falls, in
which many beautiful, historic buildings are just waiting for a new life. Such a strategy could tie many of the other
proposed changes together (for example, along with “Gateway to the USA” it could provide food from around the
U.S.) or could be a standalone idea.
This option would provide visitors and residents with an improved selection of dining, including greater variance of
options. It might even include a microbrewery that is currently missing from downtown. These types of venues
could be used for private parties, banquets, perhaps weddings, and other events. This could again bring more
business for the hotels and related services. Lastly, new and improved bars and restaurants could bring venues for
live music year-round which would further improve the visitor experience.
In summary, there is currently a need for healthier options, fine dining options, and generally a larger number and
variety of restaurants to serve visitors. A downtown entertainment district could alleviate this issue and is the
perfect place to start. A healthy downtown will play a role in transforming areas surrounding it. Additional
businesses will require additional workforce, which will create opportunities for local residents and improve the local
economy. Perhaps the easiest place to start making this happen is continuing to improve Old Falls St. and Third
Street, which have seen a lot of progress over the past few years.
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NAVYA electric autonomous shuttle

SWIFT Rails transportation pod system

“Clean Energy City” themed downtown area
As issues of climate change and sustainability indicate that interest in clean energy will only continue to grow, Niagara Falls is
perfectly situated to become a top-of-mind destination. Clean and renewable energy can be highlighted as a central theme in
the Niagara NY experience.
Electric shuttles can bring people to and from their energy efficient hotel rooms. This can even take the form of electric
autonomous pods such as Swift Rails. LED fixtures can light up the central tourist areas, recalling the name “City of
Light” (earned by Buffalo thanks to Niagara Falls). Electric bicycles and scooters can bring people between the Falls and
various attractions in an “electric vehicle-only” section of downtown, perhaps even on electrically heated and illuminated
pathways. Light arches, for example those used in Chinatown neighborhoods, can both invite visitors to take pictures with
them, and help identify places of importance.
Water can also become a design feature of the downtown area, with attractive fountains and canals crossing the paths of
visitors. Attractions could also be built that make use of power from attractive water-wheels. The entire downtown can thus
become a learning experience, as well as a beautiful and eco-friendly environment.
This concept would tie in well with a large-scale Tesla museum, local history museum, and the existing Power Vista center.
Grants for clean energy development could contribute to many features, and environmental conferences and climate summits
could be attracted to take place in the city.
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Large open space (town square)
A central common space is a key component of many walkable retail areas. In European towns, for example, this often
takes the form of a large plaza, ringed by mixed-use buildings including cafés and shops. An open garden or grass area
can also serve the same function, offering a scenic central location for both public gathering and special events. Artistic
elements such as statues and fountains attract people to come and linger, and the openness gives visitors a sense of
orientation. Benches or grand steps invite people to rest and socialize.
A large open space can also be used for various festivals, free performances and concerts, food trucks etc. Establishing
the commons area could go hand in hand with a farmer’s market, seasonal markets, or other activities described in this
proposal. During the summer months, it could offer visitors and locals alike a space to gather and to enjoy live music or
other themed events. In the winter, this space could be transformed into a winter wonderland, featuring lights and
decorations, a large Christmas tree, even a public ice skating rink. There could be an ice sculpture competition, a
holiday market, or a hot drink festival offered in this space; bringing locals and visitors increased programming.
Surrounding buildings could be used for light projections, creating a new attraction for visitors that could change
thematically from year-round images to Christmas or winter-themed images in the colder season.
Another part of this open space could be a playground, perhaps partially or fully covered. Creating a top-notch
downtown playground can be a truly transformative strategy, particularly if it’s part of a broader initiative to make
downtown more family and kid-friendly. Although traveling with children can be challenging, most cities overlook this
demographic. However, Niagara Falls could be the perfect spot for this, with many activities that appeal to families yearround highlighted by a great playground area downtown. The playground could even double as an art display if that fits
with the theme of the new attractions.

Elements of a successful town square
• Central, occupying the most prime location within the core of the city
• Closed to vehicular traffic

Location
The placement of such a town square is very important to its success. In Niagara Falls, many unused lots,
some which are currently parking areas, could be appropriate. However, in order to encourage pedestrian
traffic inland from the State Park, it may be that a building-occupied location, such as the site of the former
Rainbow Centre Mall or Teletech buildings, could be ideal. It should be noted, however, that decisions about
where such a town square should go are secondary to discussing the need for a town square itself.
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Public market
A large public market can bring thousands of downtown visitors on a daily basis. Seattle’s Pike Place Market is a
great example of such a space, which attracts up to ten million visitors each year. 14 Another nearer example is
Toronto’s St. Lawrence Market.
A public market could provide a location where regional and international foods combine for one great experience.
The market could include vendors providing international foods and a farmer’s market, with wineries and local
breweries hosting stands to offer their creations. The market could be indoors, or at least partially indoors, which
would help it combat the seasonality. It could also be transformed into a Christmas market during November and
December.
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4

Improvements to Existing Attractions
Continue to improve Aquarium of Niagara
The Aquarium of Niagara is a key attraction for visitors and a valuable educational resource for the local community. In
recent years, however, the Aquarium has been seen by many to be falling short of its potential, with a dated facility and
moribund exhibits. Despite recent improvements, the Aquarium still faces challenges in turning around its reputation
and presenting the quality experience visitors and residents hope to get from the attraction.
A successful, high-quality Aquarium of Niagara has the potential to play an important role in the tourism industry of
Niagara Falls, with significant contributions to the economy, as well as the brand of the destination overall. To move
toward this goal, the Aquarium can do a number of things to enhance the facility and the experience of guests through
both physical improvements and operational changes. Additional opportunities lie in pursuing new marketing strategies,

Project Description
• Dramatically enhance the facility and experience

• Establish the Aquarium’s brand

• Create the Aquarium of Niagara as a destination

• Define and grow the Aquarium’s role in aquatic
conservation

• Build community locally and regionally

Improved use of Goat Island
Apart from Terrapin Point and its adjacent attractions, most of Goat Island currently remains underutilized as basic park
space (and parking). While areas of grass, trees, picnic tables, and barbecues could equally be enjoyed in other nearby
State Park areas, Goat Island has a unique potential given its location, form, and history.
To better complement and connect with the rest of the State Park and core tourist area of the city, Goat Island could be
reimagined as both a highlight and a focal point of the pedestrian-friendly experience of Niagara Falls. Changes or new
attractions could include:
• Improvements to entrance bridges, with a highly-visible
pedestrian “Gateway” area transitioning between the city
and park that conveys importance through architecture
(e.g., stone work, height, detail)
• One or more tall viewing points, offering visitors a full
perspective on the scenic area preceding the Falls

• Close / remove east parking area (Lot 3)
• Winter ice skating or snow-shoeing
• Dedicate part of the island to animals that visitors would
enjoy seeing: for instance, goats!
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Move Niagara Aerospace Museum downtown
The Niagara Aerospace Museum is a not-for-profit 501c3 organization. It has been in existence approximately 25 years
but has seen shifting locations for its operations.
The museum started out at the Summit Park Mall, moved to the Third Street Seneca Casino Administration Building,
and then to where the Sabres store currently exists at Keybank Center. It now resides in the old Niagara Falls Airport
terminal building. If permanently located in the right spot, the museum could offer a range of features, services, and
educational opportunities to both Niagara Falls residents and the city’s numerous visitors.

Benefits of the project

Project Description
Move the Niagara Aerospace Museum into a new
facility within the downtown core tourist area. Ideally
this would include a 40,000 square foot building with
30-foot ceilings to house the museum’s numerous
full-scale aviation exhibits.

• Preserve the aerospace history of Western New York
• Lead STEM and other educational programs
• Host special events to celebrate key event anniversaries
• Offer a professional research library
• Act as a gathering spot for private or corporate events

See Appendix B for more details on moving Niagara Aerospace Museum downtown
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Improved Visitor Experience
All efforts to build great attractions and offer enticing
entertainment options still cannot succeed if visitors
do not consider their time spent in Niagara Falls to be
an enjoyable, positive experience. This intangible goal
is made of many different yet important elements,
including the visual appeal of the city’s streets and
buildings, the sound and noise of the environment,
the ability to easily get information and get around,
and the friendliness of skill level of service workers.
While it takes a full set of these elements to make for
a great experience, a failure in any one of them alone
can spoil it.
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Beautiful, walkable core tourist area
Although many cities in North America have been built around automobile use, it is clear that the most popular tourist
areas are those that offer a car-free, walkable experience. From Disneyland to the National Mall, visitors get the most
enjoyment out of their destination when personal vehicles are left out of the equation.
Areas that are closed to cars encourage people to explore on foot, taking their time to pop in and out of shops and
eateries. Moreover, removing the sight, noise, and danger of automobiles makes time spent in pedestrian retail areas
more enjoyable.

Beautification
Niagara Falls has a perfect opportunity to close its core
tourist area to vehicle traffic, freeing space for
alternative uses. Loading zones for shuttles and
coaches can deliver people to the area efficiently, while
maintaining a peaceful and attractive atmosphere for
visitors. Paths for bicycles, scooters, and mobility
devices could help integrate retail areas with nearby
attractions, again encouraging longer and more
pleasant stays.
Efforts to enhance and maintain the visual appeal of
the tourist area are equally important to attracting
visitors. This includes:

Facade upgrades Update or clear decaying buildings
Aesthetic improvements Install and maintain attractive signage and
street furniture

Enhance outdoor lighting -

Repurpose parking lots Convert areas of parking into more
productive and attractive uses.

Cleanliness and Landscaping -

Improving safety and appeal of streets and walkways

Maintain clean and well-tended spaces
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Remote parking
Closing a significant portion of the downtown tourist core to vehicle traffic would not only improve visitor experience in
that area, it also contributes to solving the city’s congestion problems. The traffic and parking solution proposed here
operates in conjunction with this and other initiatives including improved shuttle service.
Given proper marketing and signage, people will seek out convenient and affordable parking options. Just as airports
have well-marked variable priced parking, or Disney World or other major attractions have electronic signage on the
highway approaching the location, the Niagara Falls tourist area could have various parking options, clearly indicated,
linked by an expanded shuttle network.

Tiered Parking
Example of tiered parking:
RED ZONE (Premium)
State Park and City Lot. Expensive.

ORANGE
Whirlpool/Museum District area, utilizing train station

BLUE

and abandoned lots in area as well as cleared area near
the Whirlpool Bridge. $5/day (Could be offered as
secure parking).

Highly visible and easily accessible new surface lot on
the northeast corner of the traffic circle at the Scenic
Parkway and John Daly Boulevard. This is a reasonable
walk to the falls but can also support frequent shuttles.
$15/day This is also close enough to the hotels that it
could be utilized for overflow, valet, or winter airport
package parking.

GREEN
Joseph Davis State Park between Lewiston and
Youngstown. Free (No overnight parking). Other
locations along the shuttle route such as The New York
Power Authority would also be free, but publicizing their
availability is optional.

Implementation
Designated parking options would need to be marketed well with brochures, websites, and app integrations. In the
future, visitors could search online for “Niagara Falls Parking” and see these options, costs, and real time availability.
Road and highway signage directing people to each lot would also be critical.

Coordination with other projects
An alternative option for remote parking that is outside the core tourist area but still central would be lots connected to
the proposed new, expanded Conference and Event Center. As this facility would be designed to host many of its
events during the low season, its parking areas could be available during the high season.
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NFTA 55T

Discover Niagara Shuttle
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Consolidated shuttle services
The current mix of three specialized shuttle programs for Niagara Falls visitors is inefficient and, more importantly,
confusing to riders. First, the Niagara Falls State Park “Scenic Trolley”, which costs $3, operates within the park. It
follows a relatively short route that, nevertheless, continues outside the park to its furthest stop at the Discovery
Center near the Aquarium. Second, the NFTA also uses some trolley-like bus equipment on its 55T Line, which
functions specifically to move more people to the Falls in the Niagara Falls Boulevard-Pine Avenue Corridor. The
55T is free to riders who have booked a hotel in the corridor. Third, the Discover Niagara “Falls to the Fort” service
also operates a trolley-like bus that is completely free to the public. It has a ridership of approximately 40,000 riders
year, and is growing.15
While each of these programs are currently well run and each enjoy their own success and niche, the three services
together create a set of transportation options that many visitors find confusing. While the State Park trolley could
continue to operate as is, the other two services could be combined.

Niagara Falls State Park
“Scenic Trolley”
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Map overlay of three bus services in Niagara Falls, NY, each with different routes, branding, and payment structures.

Expanded Discover Niagara Shuttle
A more coordinated and extensive shuttle program with distinct
graphics and a strong marketing support program could offer an
improved experience that better serves visitors. If desired, new van
equipment could also be used to improve comfort and speed. As a
year-round service, this would be an integrated transportation
concept to accommodate tourists, local workers, and out-of-town
airport users in Niagara Falls, NY.

Goals of the project
• During peak season, make use of remote parking areas
connected via free shuttles so that tourists don’t have to
bring their cars into the downtown core.
• Provide free year-round transportation service to
members of the tourism and hospitality workforce living
in the Niagara Falls Boulevard and Main Street
corridors.

• In winter months, as needed, use the shuttle vehicles and
drivers to support hotel parking packages for Canadians
using the Niagara Falls Airport.
• Connect Niagara University and it’s more than 4100
students to businesses downtown, such as restaurants
and nightlife, especially during low season.
• Make the shuttle part of a comprehensive marketing plan
to direct out-of-town guests to different parking options.
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Implementation
• Combine the 55T line and the Discover Niagara Shuttle
into one continuous line.
• Consider complementing trolley-style vehicles with
comfortable buses that project an image of “Fast and
Comfortable”. These could include mini-buses or other
vehicle options able to best meet demand throughout
the year.
• Coordinate branding with clearly identifiable
standardized signage for all vehicles.
• Maintain a minimum level of year-round service from
Niagara Falls Airport to the Niagara Falls Train Station at

• Schedules and even routing may need to be flexible
to meet peak demand for holidays, special events,
and seasonal airport demand.
• Significantly increase marketing toward tourists as
well as to local residents, who should feel
comfortable using and supporting the system as a
valuable asset to local businesses in Niagara Falls.
• Consider impact of branding shuttles as “included”
with the purchase of parking, hotel, or attractions,
instead of “free”. It is possible that users may not
sufficiently value the service if it is seen as free.

Whirlpool Bridge, looping through the tourist core. Have
seasonal and perhaps weekend extensions to Lewiston
and Fort Niagara as deemed appropriate.

Road diet for Niagara Street
In the core tourist area, Niagara Street is wide enough to accommodate five lanes of vehicle travel, two bike lanes, a
parking lane, and a landscaped median with turning lanes - in addition to sidewalks with wide grass verges. Though this
configuration has the capacity to hold a great number of cars and, theoretically, pedestrians and cyclists, the expansive
distance acts as a psychological barrier that disconnects neighborhoods and businesses, discouraging foot traffic
onward into the city. One option to remedy this situation would be a road diet, in which one or more vehicle travel lanes
would be removed to redesign sections of the road. This would result in both more space for those not traveling in
vehicles, as well as a more inviting space that better connects both sides together.
In general, all of Niagara Street from the Rainbow Bridge to 10th Street would benefit greatly from beautification efforts
toward more pedestrian-friendly design and curb appeal. Such improvements could both help existing businesses and
spur new development along the important corridor, as well as contribute to offering an attractive experience to visitors
and residents alike.
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Standards training
Great customer service is a crucial component of any public-facing industry, and an important aspect not to be
overlooked for Niagara Falls’ tourism economy.
The Niagara Global Tourism Institute (NGTI) proposes a set of initiatives, prepared by faculty within Niagara University’s
College of Hospitality and Tourism Management, designed to assure that guests to Niagara Falls are welcomed
properly and valued by the community.
A series of hospitality training workshops, offered frequently at NGTI’s facilities at TReC, will assure that customer
service is celebrated in Niagara Falls and that the greatest services possible are delivered to guests. These workshops
will present a variety of service situations and spark discussion among participants about how to apply top-notch guest
services. The program instills the traits that visitors expect, such as courtesy, empathy and responsiveness.
Participants discover how to anticipate, meet, and exceed the expectations of guests, and how to take personal
responsibility for solving guests’ problems, spot service problems, and actively participate in solutions.
Other ways to target community engagement could include gamification campaigns encouraging residents to go
through modules at specific events or online through a website or app. As people complete modules, they would earn
incentives with local businesses or merchandise centered around promoting Niagara Falls, such as from LiveNF or
Destination Niagara’s product line.
A second initiative would encourage high schools in the area to adopt a tourism awareness curriculum, modeled after
similar programs in Orlando and Virginia Beach. The program is a five hour, ten unit interactive presentation that
prepares local citizens for roles as proud community ambassadors. “Tourism is you!” is a program that reminds
residents that they are part of a host community. the destination team. Locals are a vital ingredient in visitor experience!
Hospitality is an art all residents can embrace, not only to help support their local economy, but also to help the city of
Niagara Falls enjoy a great image and reputation in the eyes of the world. Additionally, learning to understand visitors
leads to more positive interactions and experiences in general. The tourist is us, away from home.
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Use “Ambassadors” to help visitors discover more
Tourists who have finished viewing the Falls often lack information about what else there is to do in the area. A
squadron of Niagara Falls “Ambassadors” could connect with these visitors while they are on foot (i.e., before they
return to their vehicles), seizing upon a key opportunity to answer their questions and help them find the attractions and
amenities they are looking for.
At any time of year, Ambassadors could be posted strategically around the State Park and downtown area with highly
visible “Ask Me” shirts, vests, or coats, trained to warmly approach visitors and seek ways to help them get the most out
of their experience. As the program continues over time, feedback from the conversations with visitors could reveal
areas that merit more training or resources.
A further benefit to having such ambassadors would be the additional “eyes on the street” it brings, improving safety
and increasing the welcoming atmosphere of Niagara Falls overall. Though such ambassadors would not be considered
law enforcement, it is possible that they could be equipped with radios, giving them the ability to report any suspicious
or problematic situations to the local police, and helping spread a sense of security to visitors.

Continue to improve State Park and Gorge trails
The removal of the Robert Moses Parkway and development of the Niagara River Greenway are enormously impactful
and beneficial to both tourists and residents alike. As these and other investments continue to improve the network of
State Parks and green spaces in the area, the entire region can expect to see added benefits to the local economy,
quality of life, and environment.

Other attraction packaging
At present, many Niagara Falls businesses find it beneficial and/or necessary to form partnerships to cross-promote or
cross-sell their services. Hotels are thus connected to attractions like the casino, aquarium, helicopter tours, jet boats,
and wineries. This could be expanded in a variety of ways, including package sales, co-marketing, and joint online
ticketing.
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New Strategies
The following are examples of ideas that could be brought into conversations at a high level
between stakeholders in Niagara Falls tourism industry who wish to break down silos. Though they
may appear difficult at present, the changing nature of the tourism industry and local economy
suggest it can still be beneficial to remain open-minded.

Civic Pride campaign
One of the friction points identified by those interviewed for this report was that of negative attitudes among residents
toward tourism and a pessimistic view of the future of the city in general. Such negativity hurts the community and
economy immensely, as the people of Niagara Falls are the city’s most important and valuable asset. As discussed
earlier, moving toward a new vision for Niagara Falls involves not only inviting the participation of city leaders, investors,
and visitors, but the entire local population.
A Civic Pride campaign can be launched to engage locals and rebuild pride in Niagara Falls through a coordinated
movement to connect with residents from the ground up; as neighbors, employees, business owners, and citizens.
Physical and online messaging, special neighborhood events, and other methods of spreading a positive outlook can be
initiated both directly by the city and through volunteer activities at a grassroots level.

Local currency
Niagara Falls could encourage local spending by creating its own local currency. Tourists, as well as residents, could
buy Niagara Falls Dollars at a slight discount, for example 100 for $95 USD. They could then use this currency at
participating local establishments such as restaurants, bars, and attractions, or for locally made goods. Though the
result for customers is a perpetual discount (five percent, in this example), merchants can in turn use these dollars
locally at the same discounted rate. This can result in additional sales for local businesses, with the added bonus for the
city that some visitors will presumably leave with unspent local dollars in their pockets.
Local currencies such as this have been successfully created and used in many other regions, including Massachusetts
BerkShares, Detroit Dollars, Santa Barbara Missions, as well as in the UK, the Bristol, Brixton, and Cumbrian Pounds.
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Air travel parking packages for Canadian visitors
At the Niagara Falls International Airport, there are 120,000 passenger departures per year, 79% of which are Canadian
according to the NFTA. This equates to an average of 260 Canadians per day leaving from the airport, with an equal
number returning from their trips. Assuming that the winter rate of travel is twice that of the average, then during the
winter season, over one thousand Canadians per day are traveling through Niagara Falls to and from the airport.
Most of these travelers require parking for the duration of their travels, and some would welcome lodging in Niagara
Falls, especially if it can be combined in a Parking-Lodging package. If Niagara Falls could get a 10% share of 1000
people, assuming double occupancy for couples, that equates to 50 rooms per night. Promoting such a package deal to
these traveling Canadians could help to fill hotel rooms in winter, as well as make good off-season use of available
remote parking areas. As a bonus, this could make the Niagara Falls Airport more attractive to Canadian fliers overall a growing market.

Leveraging partnerships
There is great opportunity in establishing new partnership experiences and utilizing aggressive pricing structures during
the colder months. These new partnerships would include hotel packages with ice skating rinks, experience packages
with Clifton Hill attractions, or wine tasting packages. These experiences would be advertised year-round and could be
adjusted with the season. Most of the work for these packages would involve establishing the partnerships and running
targeted marketing campaigns.
In addition to creating different seasonal packages and partnerships with the Canadian businesses, new activities could
be created on the US side that would serve the visitors, increasing occupancy rates during the winter months and
improving the visitor experience all year around.
The most successful downtown districts have many major functions (employment, residential, entertainment, shopping,
etc.). A key ingredient for creating a diverse downtown district is to have major destinations that draw people to
downtown for reasons other than employment. Many cities have pursued professional sports teams for this reason, but
this approach only yields intermittent benefits, because major league stadiums/arenas lie vacant much of the year. We
believe that Niagara Falls could establish these benefits through the creation of any or a combination of the following
initiatives.
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Partnership Idea

Benefits

Cost

Timeline

Contract with Dwyer Arena or Niagara Falls Ice

Becoming a preferred vendor

Depending on the package

Immediate

Rink to become preferred hotels and offer

for all tournaments will

offered to families can vary

(depending on

packages directed to families coming to the area for

guarantee occupancy for

tournaments.

people traveling to Niagara for

contracting)

hockey tournaments
Create a package with a two-night minimum one

This package will guarantee

Cost would be offset from the

Up to six months to

day for attractions on the NY side, and one day for

two nights, and generate

rev share in place with other

research and identify

attractions on the Canadian side. NY hotels should

additional revenue from the

businesses

best attractions to

partner with Canadian firms to offer a tiered/ rev

rebate/rev share with partnered

share rebate for all guests brought to the Canadian
side for business.

Canadian firms.

Target sales teams to sell conferences at lower

Reducing the price for

Cost would vary depending

Immediate and

price during the winter months. These could be

conventions during the winter

on the convention hostedÂ

ongoing

related to seasonal hobbies, or professional

months and make them more

conferences. Create packages based on the types

attractive to offer specialized

of conferences coming (i.e. partnering with Seneca
Niagara for more upscale offerings such as spa and

packages during the winter
months, especially during the

dining).

weekdays will provide more

Work with Social Media influencers to stay at

Potentially expensive; would

Few months to set

Niagara Falls hotels and create a package from

have to consider costs of

up and then ongoing

existing attractions based on what that influencer

hiring / hosting influencers

partner with

occupancy at the least booked
days, and can utilize Seneca
Niagara to offer upscale
packages for the professional
conventions.

did for their weekend in Niagara Falls. Hotels can
title the package after the influencer, “so and so’s
weekend getaway” etc.
Create a Family and Non-Family centered

Would cater to family and non-

Minimal. Advertising would

Immediate

package. The Family centered package would

family demographics. The key

be the only cost associated

(depending on

include tickets to Ripley’s Believe It or Not,

is to leverage the experiences

with these packages. They

contracting)

Hershey’s Cafe, Gift Certificate to the Rainforest

currently available in Ontario,

would be marketed as

Cafe, and Boston Pizza. The Non-Family centered
package would include leverage the existing wine

Canada. Offer a full 2-day
experience, including food,

experience packages, and on
key social media blogs. The

tasting experiences in Niagara-on-the-Lake

entertainment and drinks.

cost of establishing

wineries. Specifically, Pellar Estates and Wayne

partnerships and putting

Gretzky Winery in the winter season. They both

together the package would

offer a winter wine tasting experience, including an

only require work labor.

ice-skating rink.
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Offer incentives and support for new desired businesses
Explore ways to help new businesses start and succeed in offering service that fill current gaps in the Niagara Falls
tourism industry.
• More restaurants (in proximity)
• More family entertainment (arcades, rides, ropes course, theater, play businesses)
• More nightlife (bars, night clubs)
• More amenities in tourist area (convenience stores, drug stores, groceries, etc.)
One option to consider could be offering incentives for local hospitality workers to enjoy discounted food and beverages
at bars and restaurants in the core tourist area. This could bring multiple indirect benefits, as those on the front lines of
visitor interactions become more familiar with and partial to local establishments, as well as build bonds and positive
relationships by mingling with others in similar hospitality roles. Such incentives could also include sponsored,
organized social events for front desk clerks or other staff from hotels and entertainment venues.

Explore alternative policies, incentives, and funding
• Charge tour buses for parking / drop-offs.
• Allow cyclists and pedestrians to cross the border via the Whirlpool Bridge.
• Hotels could consider collectively assessing themselves a per room charge to create a fund for important projects,
including tourist area beautification, that the city is unable to afford through its own budget.
• Offer financial incentives to conference organizers and event planners based on the number of rooms they sell in
winter.
• Change how the bed tax is spent, perhaps spending more of these funds on specific goals of attracting winter events
or targeting Canadian visitors. This could involve assigning an entity the responsibility of attracting more low-season
conferences and events.
• Combine Destination Niagara with the Niagara Falls Conference Center to allow them to share responsibility for
attracting low-season conferences and events (both in the current facilities and in any new, larger venue that may be
created).
• Use Bed Tax funds more efficiently by putting shuttle services out to tender.
• Consider adding or increasing road and bridge tolls.
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Cut red tape
• Create a streamlined process to walk investors through the steps of launching development projects, bringing all the
relevant entities together for an efficient approval process.
• Create incentives for investors and reach out to invite them personally to explore development opportunities in
Niagara Falls. Recruit them - don’t wait for them to come.

Improved use of technology
• Data on visitor numbers
• Shuttle timing communication (e.g., extend and enhance Discover Niagara Shuttle app)
• Security cameras in parking garages and alleyways
• Electric vehicles, automated shuttles, or Swift Rails transportation concept to connect visitors to hotels and more
distant attractions

Amend local drinking regulations
Currently, patrons of bars and restaurants in Niagara Falls are restricted to consuming purchased alcoholic beverages
on the premises, and may not bring them out into the rest of the core tourist district. One exception to this is Old Falls
Street USA, which has the ability to sell alcoholic drinks from the Conference and Event Center that can be enjoyed on
the rest of Old Falls Street. If local regulations were amended to expand this permission to additional bars and
restaurants, a larger designated open-container district within the walkable tourist core could be created that would
attract additional nightlife and businesses.
• Allow open containers in core tourist district
• Lower drinking age in Niagara County

Create a joint Master Vision for Niagara Falls
As has been discussed throughout this report, collaboration on a shared Master Vision would be a welcome first step
toward ensuring all stakeholders and city leaders can work together toward positive growth for the city.
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Part III

Where to Go From Here
Looking toward the future, Niagara Falls has many options. But the option that residents and city
leaders don’t want is clear: doing nothing and continuing forward without growth.

Thinking big with a Master Vision
Niagara Falls today faces a unique and enviable opportunity to not only improve its economic situation, but to leap
ahead of other global destinations by aiming high and designing itself for the future.
Obviously, the city has a world-class natural attraction at its doorstep, already drawing millions of visitors each year.
There currently remains unanswered demand for more visitor engagement. New large-scale attractions would have
instant access to an existing flow of visitors.
But Niagara Falls has yet another big advantage that makes it uniquely well-suited to grand development that could
launch it to the forefront as an international destination. Unlike other cities hosting global attractions, today’s
Niagara Falls has the space and flexibility for large-scale ideas. This includes the potential for new central
attractions and infrastructure to be built to order in whatever form the community chooses. With significant areas of
prime real estate available for development, the core tourist area of Niagara Falls is in many ways a canvas waiting
to be (re)painted in terms of land use.
Just as importantly, this is a city that is exceptionally ready for growth. Right now, property values are low and the
infrastructure for future development is in place. Resources from organizations across the Buffalo area, Western
New York, and New York State are available, and programs for investment tax credits, discounted energy, and
PILOTs await new ventures. International partnership possibilities are also just a stone’s throw away, with Canada’s
largest economic region just across the border.
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Individual initiatives are not enough
In the past, Niagara Falls has seen many initiatives toward revitalization and economic development, including
some similar to proposals in this report. Many of these have fallen short of their potential, while others have failed
completely to materialize as promised.
No single project can solve all of Niagara Falls’ challenges. It will take the combined effort of many leaders,
residents, and stakeholders to effectively make use of the opportunities that lie ahead. When one initiative at a time
attempts to lift the community alone, making an impact becomes exponentially more difficult.
This is why a Master Vision is so important. Using a common framework and a collective invitation to participate in
growth, many initiatives can work together simultaneously, spearheaded by a variety of different leaders and
investors.

Combined impact
Collectively, a broad set of initiatives which all align with a Master Vision for the city can create an impact that is far
greater than the sum of their parts. This not only makes it easier for small-scale efforts such as new local
businesses to play an effective role, it also makes it possible for large-scale mega-attractions to be financially
viable. As the path toward growth becomes established, investors will be willing to put forth larger and larger
contributions.
Greater financial impact also leads to a greater collective impact in terms of the success of Niagara Falls. A strong
future for the city, one that leverages the tourism industry to spur growth in all other areas of the local economy,
must support local institutions and residents. Small businesses, schools, neighborhoods, and workers are all part of
this equation. These are the stakeholders who must help design the city’s Master Vision, as they will necessarily
play a vital role in building the city’s future.
Niagara Falls has the potential to become a prosperous, strong town enjoyed by both residents and visitors alike.
Now is the time for bold collective action and investment that will allow the community to move ahead toward
building this future.
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Action steps
The following action steps are recommended as a result of this study:

1. Assemble a special leadership committee, hosted by the Niagara Global Tourism
Institute, to create a Master Vision for tourism in Niagara Falls. It is recommended that
such a committee include representation from:
• The City of Niagara Falls (i.e., Mayor, Council Chair, City Planner)
• Empire State Development Corp. / USA Niagara Development Corp.
• NYS Parks Dept.
• NYS Department of Transportation
• Seneca Nation / Seneca Niagara Casino
• Destination Niagara USA
• Niagara Falls Conference and Event Center
• NCIDA / NCCED
• Hotel and business owners in Niagara Falls
• Niagara University
• Niagara County Community College / Culinary Institute
• Niagara Falls Tourism Advisory Board (Chair)
2. Select one or more large-scale projects (such as those described in this report) to
prioritize and champion.
• Define long-term project goals and parameters as per the Master Vision
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• Identify and assign roles and responsibilities to relevant organizations and individuals to
ensure timely progress
• Connect with private investors and consider P3 opportunities
• Cut red tape to streamline process for development
3. Select additional medium- and short-term goals (such as those described in this
report) to focus on
• Define medium- and short-term project goals and parameters as per the Master Vision
• Identify and assign roles and responsibilities to relevant organizations and individuals to
ensure timely progress

4. Identify additional areas of significant friction for tourism industry development (such
as those described in this report) to work on improving
• Prioritize funding (and/or fundraising, as necessary) for immediate short-term actions to
address tourism industry friction points, such as:
• Increased policing to combat crime rates
• Improved maintenance and sanitation services
• Updated signage and wayfinding
5. Identify and fund further study in key areas related to the needs and growth of Niagara
Falls and its tourism industry. See below.
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Further study needed
This report is intended to start a conversation and spark action toward collaboration for Niagara Falls. To continue
moving forward, a more detailed understanding and analysis is needed of the specific issues and opportunities the
region faces. The authors of this report recommend that up to date studies be undertaken on topics including the
following:

Site locations for recommended projects
These are difficult decisions that will require further, separate study. Such debates should not derail primary
discussions about what needs to be done.

Visitor data
Accurate visitor data is crucial for planning and attracting private investment, including daily visitor counts,
demographics, and length of stay.

NFTA bus ridership data
Ridership data is necessary for planning transit improvements and consolidations.

Traffic study
Traffic data is necessary for planning roadway improvements and parking solutions.

Economic demand study
Economic research is useful for clarifying demand for new growth, including sector- and location-specific interest in
new development.

Employment demand and matching for local population
How is seasonality connected to unemployment and underemployment in Niagara Falls and its surrounding areas?

Cannabis Feasibility Study
Economic impact?
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Appendix A

Additional details on
“Gateway to the USA” Theme park
Feasibility
1.2 million visitors in second year (10% of visitors to Niagara Falls)

Annual Total
Admission

$50 / person

$60,000,000

Parking

200 cars / day at $6

$438,000

Gift Shop

500k at $10 average

$5,000,000

Advertising, sponsorship,
merchandising / licensing, back-end

$5,000,000

revenue
Total

$70,438,000

Timeline

Visitor Experience

Five years phased development. Operational 2025.
Ribbon cutting 2026.
To coincide with the 250th anniversary of the U.S.

Typically a 3-hour visit. “Linear” experience takes visitors
through:
Theatre → Heritage Center → Park → Gift shop.

Space Requirements

Project Cost

40 acres (30 football fields @ 1.3 acres). In comparison,
Fantasy Island is 85 acres (park, waterpark, parking), and
Goat Island is 60 acres.
Components:
Park

15 acres

Movie theater and gift shop
Heritage / Tourism Hall of Fame
Parking (600 cars now, more later)
Future options

1.5 acres
2 acres
8 acres
10 acres

Land acquisition

Unknown

Construction

$30,000,000

Design (interior)

$8,000,000

Soft costs

$1,500,000

Payroll

$2,000,000

Total (excluding land)

$41,500,000
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Additional Estimated Benefits
Employment

Tax Revenue

180

Direct

55

Indirect

20

Induced

5

Temporary construction

$5,000,000

Sales tax

$7,000,000

100
Managers, set design and

Skills

Property tax

maintenance, housekeeping,
security

Note: Production will be in the hands of engineers,
craftspeople, carpenters, woodworkers/carvers, and
talented hobbyists.

Admission Comparison to Existing Attractions
Niagara Falls Discovery Pass

$64

Fort Niagara

$12

Maid of the Mist

$19.25

Butterfly conservatory

$16

Corning Glass Museum

$20

Case Study: Lego Land, Goshen NY.
After commencing development in spring of
2019, building is fully underway for the 150acre theme park and 250-room on-site
hotel, to open in 2020.

Market
Annual Niagara Falls Market - 10% capture

Actual

10%

Day trippers (couples, families)

2 million

200,000

Foreign visitors

3 million

300,000

Overflow from Niagara Falls, CA

5 million

500,000

Group tours

2 million

200,000

Total

1,200,000
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Appendix B

Additional details on proposal to
move Aerospace Museum downtown
Source: Niagara Aerospace Museum

Market

Project Cost

Annual Niagara Falls Market - 5% capture (conservative)

Actual

5%

Day trippers
(couples, families)

2 million

100,000

Foreign visitors

3 million

150,000

5 million

250,000

2 million

100,000

Overflow from
Niagara Falls, CA
Group tours
Total

Land acquisition and
building renovation

$6,000,000

Improvements and
facility move

$4,000,000

Total

$10,000,000

600,000

Feasibility
600,000 visitors in first year (5% of visitors to Niagara Falls)

Admission
Parking

$15 / person

Annual Total
$9,000,000
ancillary amounts

Donations

$200,000

Gift Shop

$100,000

Advertising and sponsorship

$200,000

STEM and educational programs

$100,000

Private and corporate events

$100,000

Total

$70,438,000
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Timeline

Examples of offerings

One-year phase-in development.
Operational by January 2021.

AEROSPACE PRODUCTS:
Curtiss Wright WWI Aircraft
Bell And Curtiss Wright WWII Aircraft
Bell Experimental Aircraft
Bell Missiles and Rockets
Past And Present Aerospace Companies

Visitor Experience

Mission Control Communications For Apollo 13 with
Interactive Historic Audio Messages and Headsets

Typically a 2-hour visit.

STEM:
School Field Trips
Bring The Museum To The Schools

Additional Estimated Benefits
Employment

SPECIAL EVENTS:

48

Breaking The Speed Of Sound

Direct

18

Apollo Flights
First P-39 Production
First P-40 Production

Indirect

18

Rocket Belt Flights

Temporary construction

12

RESEARCH LIBRARY:

Managers, design,
Skills

maintenance, engineers,
teachers, exhibitors, security,
customer service

Personnel Files
Blueprints, Test Data
Artifacts From The Past
Photographs
PRIVATE AND CORPORATE EVENTS:
Corporate Off-site Meetings
Community/Business Networking Events
Weddings

Tax Revenue
Income, Property, and
Sales tax

$2,000,000

Birthday Events
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Kory Schuler

Executive Director

Niagara USA Chamber of Commerce

Joe Lettieri

Owner/Operator

InnBuffalo

Melissa Rice

Supervisor of Sales

Aquarium of Niagara

Robert Restaino

Mayor

City of Niagara Falls, NY

Chris Voccio

City Council Member

City of Niagara Falls, NY

Serge Felicetti

Director of Business Development

City of Niagara Falls, ON

Katy Hobbs

Sales Manager

Conference and Event Center Niagara Falls

John Percy

President & CEO

Destination Niagara USA

Susan Swiatkowski

Tourism Development Manager

Destination Niagara USA

Andrea Czopp

Vice President of Operations

Destination Niagara USA

Scott Swagler

General Manager

DoubleTree Niagara Falls USA

Mike Marsch

Vice President of Operations

Merani Hotel Group

Mark Mistretta

Director, Western District

New York State Parks

Angela Berti

Public Affairs and Marketing Coordinator

New York State Parks

Ronald Peters

Deputy Director

New York State Parks

Gaelan Baillie

Owner

Niagara Bike Rentals

Ally Spongr

Project Director

Niagara Falls National Heritage Area

Christine Bacon

Director of Education

Niagara Falls National Heritage Area

Sara Capen

Executive Director

Niagara Falls National Heritage Area (Discover Niagara Shuttle)

Roger Travino

Executive Vice President / Partner

Niagara Falls Redevelopment, LLC

Pascal Cohen

Senior Manager, Aviation Marketing

Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority

William Vanecek

Director of Aviation

Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority

Greg Stevens

Executive Director

Niagara River Greenway Commission

Ron Anderluh

Revitalization Coordinator

Niagara Street Neighborhood Revitalization Organization, Inc.

Paul Grenga

Owner

One Niagara (Flash Cube)

Pat Proctor

Owner

Rainbow Air

Dana DeFazio

General Manager

Savor (Niagara Falls Culinary Institute)

Patrick Bassney

General Manager

Seneca Niagara Casino

Kevin Nephew

President & CEO

Seneca Gaming Corporation

Christopher Mackendrick

Assistant General Manager

Sheraton Niagara Falls

Dan Tighe

General Manager

Sheraton Niagara Falls

Anthony Vilardo

President

USA Niagara Development Corporation - Empire State Development

Nina Brown

Sales and Marketing

Wingate by Wyndham Niagara Falls

Frank Strangio

Owner; President of Niagara Falls Hotel /

Wingate by Wyndham Niagara Falls, Quality Inn Niagara Falls,

Motel Association

Antonio's Banquet & Conference Center
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This report was created by the Niagara Global Tourism Institute, in partnership with Niagara
University. For more information, please contact:

Niagara Global Tourism Institute
Patrick Whalen
616 Niagara Street
Niagara Falls, NY 14303
+1 (716) 481-8051

For the Niagara Global Tourism Institute:

For Niagara University:

Patrick Whalen
Director
pwhalen@niagara.edu

Dr. Jan Van Harssel
Dr. Jim Kling
Prof. Joseph Winter
Dr. Anna McNab
Dr. Youngsoo Choi

Roscoe Naguit
Associate Director
rnaguit@niagara.edu

For Thurus Consulting:
Kurt Stahura, Ph.D.
NGTI Scholar, Director of Research
stahura@niagara.edu

David Thurlow
david@thurus.com
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